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Bee's Knees English Course

Mr. Lipnik has been in pictures just about since they were invented.
He ___________ invented them.

V PODSTATĚ

My thesis is that _____ everyone understands economics, they don't
realise that they do, because they're not encouraged to realise that.

SICE

Want some coffee, officer? -- No thanks, we're on duty. A couple of
beers would be nice ______.

OVŠEM

_________ you're on your own, you're free to look as stupid as you
like.

KDYŽ TEĎ

Now, was that before or after you told him to stop calling, stop sending
you flowers and to _________ leave you alone?

CELKOVĚ

Of course, it would be wrong to suggest this sort of mayhem began
with rock-and-roll. ____________ there were riots at the premiere of Mozart's
''The Magic Flute''.

KONECKONCŮ

Lambs are scarier than ducks. _________ the movie would've been
called Silence of the Ducks.

JINAK, V OPAČNÉM
PŘÍPADĚ

Of course, there's nothing wrong, per se, with dangerous things.
Speedboats, racecars, fine shotguns, whiskey, and love are all very dangerous.
Bicycles, _______, are dangerous without being any fun. You can't shoot
pheasants with a bicycle or water-ski behind it or go 150 miles an hour or even
mix it with soda and ice.

NICMÉNĚ, OVŠEM

Oliver had never done anything like this before. He'd only booked
into a hotel for the night; that was all. But, ____________, he felt guilty.

I TAK, PŘESTO

One of the most frequently asked questions is whether those loved
ones who died in a plane crash knew of their fate and, _______ for how
long?

POKUD ANO

“One True Thing” did very well ___________ it's about someone dying
of cancer.

POKUD UVÁŽÍME

_______, I thought this episode was very weak.

CELKOVĚ VZATO

People think about the Thirties ___________ black-and-white photos,
but this will be full of color.

?

Pickup trucks are _________ maintenance-free. In fact, all pickup
repairs can be done with a long chain. Attach one end of the chain to the
pickup truck, drop the other end of the chain on the ground, and go buy a real
car.

VÍCEMÉNĚ, V PODSTATĚ

Piers makes no comment _______ whether this was an appropriate
response by a mother to her daughter's terminal illness.

OHLEDNĚ TOHO

